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Welcome to the Summer 2020 issue of the S.E.C. Observer. In this issue, Steve Fithian, 

S.E.C., incoming 2020 President of the Society, stresses the importance of being a student of 

economics and political science so we can make better decisions in our chosen field of 

Commercial Real Estate. 

 

Jason Mittman, S.E.C., builds a case for making the best decision you can until you have to 

make a new decision. Darryl McCullough, S.E.C., CCIM, outlines a no cash acquisition 

formula.  Lance Warner, S.E.C., 2020 President of the S.E.C. Education Foundation, gives 

us an update on the Foundation’s activities. 

 

The Society News Briefs section includes information about our upcoming meetings in 

Indianapolis, Indiana, in September and Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in November. 

  

Monte Froehlich, S.E.C., CCIM, is featured In the Spotlight, and you will learn about his 

unique history and path to the real estate professions. In the History Files, a Q&A with 

Richard Reno answers many questions about exchanges and why the Society was created 

nearly 60 years ago.  

 

Enjoy this issue. As always, we welcome your comments, suggestions, and submissions of 

articles to be considered for publication. Please contact the S.E.C. Office via e-mail at 

sec@secounselors.com. 

 

 

Jackie Hellingson 

Editor, S.E.C. Observer  

mailto:sec@secounselors.com
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I. President’s Message A. President’s Message  
 

Megatrends 

 

Steve Fithian, S.E.C. 

2020 President 

 

In my last article in early March, I asked the rhetorical question of whether the COVID-19 

outbreak was a “Black Swan” that would take the world economy into a recession. It is amazing 

what can happen in three short months. The consensus of economists is that we are headed 

toward a world recession.  

 

I promised to talk about the book “Megatrends” in this article. In 1982, John Naisbitt released the  

bestseller that is still popular today. Most of his predictions have come true. This article will 

focus on the importance of being a student of economics and political science so we can make 

better decisions in our chosen field of Commercial Real Estate (CRE). Here are a few of the 

predictions Naisbitt made in 1982 and the current status of these predictions. 

 

The move away from national economies toward a global one would force the adjustment 

to a world of interdependent communities.  

Since 1982, there has been a huge shift toward corporate globalization, resulting in large free 

trade zones and other corporate and political alliances. One of the results of this trend in the 

United States was the shift of jobs to foreign countries, with the devastating impact of entire 

industries failing. The loss of jobs had a huge negative impact on Commercial Real Estate in 

some markets. It caused a boom in many other countries, China probably being the largest 

beneficiary. 

 

This trend slowed down and even was partially reversed because of Trump’s trade wars and 

attack on the NAFTA agreement and Brexit in Europe. With COVID-19, many predict that jobs 

will come back to America because of the supply chain issues that have plagued the world 
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during the pandemic. For those of us in CRE, we should be studying this trend and forming 

opinions on the impact on Commercial Real Estate in the United States.  

 

Eroding hierarchies would give way to social networks as a way of solving community 

problems. 

Keep in mind that Naibitt wrote his book in 1982. The internet was not “invented” by a popular 

presidential candidate until 1983. Facebook did not launch until 2004. Yet networking has 

revolutionized entire industries making some companies virtual giants and dismantling other 

industries. Taxis versus Uber. Hotels versus VRBO. Another S.E.C. Member and I own an 

office building where the major tenant was a local newspaper owned by the McClatchy 

Company—I say “was” because they are now in bankruptcy. 

 

The breakup of a unified society into diverse groups of people with different tastes and 

values. 

Social media has enhanced these divisions, resulting in huge marketing opportunities for 

businesses and some CRE opportunities. Note the trend led by WeWork for collaborative 

workspace. WeWork leased hundreds of thousands of square feet of office space and then ran 

into huge financial issues. 

 

Unless you are flipping properties and are in and out quickly, you should be concerned about 

economic and political factors that can have a direct impact on Commercial Real Estate. I am not 

arguing that Naisbitt should be studied for the predictions he made in 1982. What I am stressing 

is the need for all of us to perform our own research—find today’s Naisbitt and form our own 

opinions of what major trends are going to impact CRE and how can we benefit from these 

trends, or at least not lose a property because a trend we did not see coming. 

 

The pandemic is the perfect example of an event that is going to impact CRE for many years to 

come. Perhaps we should be asking about the impact of the following on CRE: 
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1. Transportation industry. What will be the long-term impact on airlines? The automobile 

industry has been headed toward the demise of the internal combustion engine. Will the 

gas station industry adopt to electrified vehicles, or will all these corners need to be 

repurposed? Will mass transit make our expansive parking lots and parking garages 

obsolete? Should we develop or invest in transit-oriented developments? 

2. What will COVID’s impact be for office buildings with employees working from home? 

Will employees want to ride elevators? When will the hospitality industry recover, and 

what will the successful product look like? What will the long-term impact be on our 

restaurants and the buildings they occupy? With everyone at home ordering on Amazon, 

what is the negative impact on brick-and-mortar retail and the positive impact on 

warehouses? In some markets, there has been a run on rental homes at the expense of 

apartment communities due to social distancing. 

 

I strongly feel that our success in our chosen field of Commercial Real Estate may very well be 

tied to how we identify these trends and plan for them. I would rather be planning for them than 

reacting. 
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II. Feature Article A.  Make the Best Decision You Can until  

It Is Time to Make a New Decision 

    

Make the Best Decision You Can until It Is Time to Make a New Decision 

Jason Mittman, S.E.C., CCIM 

 

I suffer on and off with “analysis paralysis.” I have many times let fear, lack of data, too much 

data, the unknown, the known, my opinions, other opinions, and who knows what else interfere 

with my sound resolve to make a decision. 

 

Years ago, a close advisor told me, “Jason, make a decision when you have the information you 

can gather at hand. Do it, and stick by it until you have new data that makes that decision no 

longer the best decision. Then, simply make a new decision with the new data. The best decision 

at the time could last minutes, hours, months, years, or longer. 

 

The key is, fearlessly decide until you have to adjust, and then adjust. That’s it. What makes it so 

difficult? Deciding means risk. Deciding means there are factors out of your control that are 

unknown that you will inevitably discover later (the new information). The phrase “you don’t 

know what you don’t know” is daunting when investing or representing a client and real money 

is on the line.  

 

What if you simply cannot make a decision and the paralysis kicks in? Seek outside guidance 

from trusted advisors who are experts in the area when you are deep in the trenches and need to 

move forward and are stuck. Your advisors and friends want to help you. If you don’t have any, 

you aren’t looking hard enough. One of the amazing benefits of the S.E.C. is the incredible 

desire to help each other. Formal education is offered year round, and, during meetings, the 

problem-solving mentality by the group is one of the many great attributes of the S.E.C. family, a 

family that takes care of its members. 
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Recently, my resolve to make a decision was again put to the test. Dan Kessler and I worked 

hard to put together a strong and high-energy meeting in Greenville. The result of our work was 

an exciting registration of 94 attendees. Wow! 94, in Greenville—a registration number we were 

proud of hitting, and we were committed to executing an amazing three days for those 94 

attendees. 

 

Then, data started dropping on us 24/7 that we could not mitigate and was completely out of our 

control—a rapidly spreading virus and the media frenzy that accompanied it. At first, I was 

resolved steadfast to proceed, as were all of those wonderful advisors I spoke with about 

Greenville. Then new data came in, day after day after day. I remained stubbornly resolved. I 

thought, “This is the S.E.C., and we have an obligation to care for our members by putting on an 

excellent meeting. This is the S.E.C. We do not succumb to hype—we are data-driven leaders 

who help uplift the economy of our great nation.”  

 

As more data poured in by the hour, it became quickly apparent that we as leaders needed to 

advise each other and end the paralysis surrounding the meeting just around the corner. The data 

of the risk outweighed the data of the reward to proceed with the meeting. This was a decision 

many of us did not have conviction for until we had more information and were able to counsel 

each other.  

 

I was heartbroken, and it was obvious enough in my voice during our teleconference calls that 

more calls from my S.E.C. family came in immediately after the teleconference. The S.E.C. 

family not only makes hard decisions and helps each other with business, it also cares so much 

about its members and community that we are willing to bite the bitter bullet and cancel a 

meeting no one wanted to cancel.  

 

I am proud to be an S.E.C. member. I am proud that together we make very difficult decisions. 

I am more determined than ever to make the next meeting I lead a home run.  
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Most importantly, I know that when the next round of paralysis analysis happens in my business 

or personal life, I have a team of smart experts around me. I will take the data, make a decision, 

and move on until it is time for a new decision.  
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Turbulent times produce uncertainty and 
fear of the unknown. A cloudy crystal 
ball can not only fuel apprehension but 
also increase the potential for irrational 
decision making.

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues 
to upend the daily lives of people and 
wreaks havoc on business operations and 
financial markets around the world, real 
estate investors, financiers and public and 
private sector decision makers need sea-
soned advice and guidance concerning 
the pandemic’s immediate and lingering 
effects - what to look out for;  what to 
do; and how to avoid the pitfalls and seize 

the opportunities that will most certainly 
emerge.

As the world’s foremost real estate 
thought leaders, members of The Coun-
selors of Real Estate (CREs) have been 
tenaciously evaluating circumstances and 
devising strategies to solve problems and 
capture opportunities for their clients 
and communities throughout the world 
amidst unprecedented turmoil.  

As a premier forum for the discussion of 
innovative ideas, novel strategies, and in-
triguing commentary, Real Estate Issues, 
in tandem with its sister publication The 
Counselor, has prepared this joint edition 
posing a few salient questions to a pan-
el of experts from various disciplines to 

brainstorm on the quandaries that we 
face. The result: readers gain perspective 
and insight from their collective experi-
ence as the world begins to seek a gradual 
return to normalcy and reopen for busi-
ness. 

Humanity has encountered seemingly in-
surmountable obstacles in the past, and 
yet, through ingenuity and resilience, has 
persevered. Our prediction: the same will 
be true post-COVID-19.

The Counselor and Real Estate Issues each 
pledge to continue our pursuit and publi-
cation of relevant and astute information, 
assisting our readers in surviving and 
thriving during challenging times ahead.  

To Our Readers:

John J. Hentschel, CRE®, MAI, FRICS 
Executive Editor and Publisher 

Real Estate Issues

Deborah C. Nisson, CRE® 
Editor-in-Chief  
The Counselor 
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Beware of speculative pictures of the fu-
ture, however widely endorsed.

Many “conventional wisdom” expecta-
tions of post-9/11 futures turned out to 
be 180 degrees off. Tall buildings still at-
tracted tenants. Large and dense city cen-
ters prospered. Firms based their location 
choices on maximizing revenues rather 
than minimizing expenses. Even in the 
COVID-19 disruption we should not 
expect knee-jerk re-writing of business 
practices and strategic principles.

I recently came across an essay I wrote 
for SIOR Professional Report (Nov.-Dec. 
1991) entitled “Are You Kidding? Com-
mitment to Real Estate Investment in the 
1990s”.

That piece began, “With the investment 
community avoiding real estate with the 
icy disposition of a spurned lover, the early 
Nineties may seem to be the wrong time to 
bring up the subject of a long-term commit-
ment.”

It concluded, “A good captain not only 
needs to work his ship carefully past the 
shoals threatening his ship today; he must 
also chart a course for a longer voyage. In 
that longer view, I see legitimate reasons to 
believe in the case for real estate investment 
in 1992 and beyond.”

I dare say that those who adopted and act-
ed on this perspective, even in the depths 
of the RTC crisis of the 1990s, did rather 
well in the ensuing decade.

The primary lesson I’ve learned is to main-
tain independence of judgment, avoid the 
temptation to leap to conclusions, and be 
extremely disciplined in analyzing the 
complex network of cause-and-effect in 
coming to an assessment of the range of 
possible future courses of events.

Yes, it’s bad now, far beyond what was 
considered the “worst case scenario.” 
Who thought we’d see Great Depres-
sion-level job losses inside of four weeks? 
Nevertheless, there is no merit in passiv-
ity and short-term thinking focused on 
week-to-week, quarter-to-quarter statisti-
cal releases. The key questions are:

• What can I do to maximize assets and 
minimize liabilities through the Fall? 

• And, what can I do to identify opportu-
nities in an economy that is “semi-nor-
mal” for the next year or so, and re-
sumes moderate growth (albeit in an 
altered state) from mid-2021 through 
(say) 2024?

Be practical, be flexible, and be  
creative.
Even if you weren’t prepared for this Black 
Swan, get prepared for the next. Looking 
forward, it appears that such events can 
occur with greater frequency and greater 
amplitude, given the interconnectedness 
of our complex economy, the speed of 
technological change that can catch us 
by surprise, and the systemic risks of so 
many stresses from climate change to in-

Hugh F. Kelly, Ph.D., CRE®, is 
Chair of Fordham University Real 
Estate Institute’s Masters Degree 
curriculum committee. He served 
as Chair of The Counselors of Real 
Estate organization in 2014, and was 
Chair of the CRE’s Ethics Commit-
tee 2008 – 2009. He is principal of 
the consultancy Hugh Kelly Real Es-
tate Economics.

come inequality. In a 2001 essay in Real 
Estate Review I posited four maxims to 
guide real estate research: Be Attentive; 
Be Smart; Be Reasonable; Be Responsi-
ble. I suggest posting these on your desk, 
as Harry Truman posted the reminder, 
“The Buck Stops Here.”

Balance data and judgment.
In many ways, the key to making good 
decisions in this crisis (as always) is ask-
ing “What is similar in history? And what 
is different now?” That’s an exercise in 
open-mindedness.

Seek the insights of others – no one has a 
monopoly on good ideas. Interestingly, in 
speaking with executives who have been 
using technology effectively to manage 
their staff, the most frequent comment 
I’ve heard is “I can’t wait to get back to 
the office, to be with my team.” That’s a 
tribute to listening to our colleagues.

A Few Reprised Observations from “The Black Swan”
By Hugh F. Kelly, Ph.D., CRE® 
Special Advisor | Fordham University Real Estate Institute At Lincoln Center

THE BLACK SWAN
Black Swan alert! No one saw this coming. Many were not 
prepared.  These two statements apply equally to the economic 
and social impacts of the pandemic. We recommend that you read 
the profound Real Estate Issues article by Hugh F. Kelly, PhD., CRE® 
published on March 21, 2018 titled “Black Swans – The Original  
Rara Avis”. We asked Hugh Kelly, Ph.D., CRE®, and Alex Ruggieri, CRE®: 

What role are you playing with your clients today? What is their mood? 
What opportunities do you see arising from this crisis? What areas will 
experience a total fail?

(Continues on Page 4)
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Distinguish between fruitful innovation 
(future-oriented changes in approach) 
and foolish improvisation (making 
changes just because we are uncomfort-
able). 

Thinking Ahead
I would take the present occasion of me-
tastasis to think and to plan for a post-
COVID-19 economy – even allowing 
for an extended “semi-normal” period 
of transition – that would recognize the 
demographic, technological, and social 
changes which point toward a “decelerat-
ed” level of decade-long growth, but still 
take the current disruption as a “teach-
able moment.” 

We need to think through and plan for 
the redeployment of the suddenly un-
employed, many of whom may face the 
likelihood of the permanent evaporation 

of their positions, in a forward-looking 
infrastructure development and mainte-
nance program aimed at national growth 
in the 2030 – 2050 period.

We also should reconsider the U.S. role 
in the global economy; this would not 
seek to sever economic interdependence, 
but focus on mutual benefit in growing 
world markets while preserving key el-
ements of U.S. autonomy. This would 
involve a degree of “re-shoring” strategic 
manufacturing, accepting higher costs 
as an investment in the national interest. 
We must alter, though not eliminate, the 
just-in-time inventory control process to 
maintain emergency flexibility against 
key supply shortages.

It is important to also re-think stimulus 
tools beyond the Keynesian model, such 
that counter-cyclical public spending 

would be more than a short-run “de-
mand yank” and move in the direction 
of a steady, long-run expansion of final 
demand – recognizing the large public 
benefit of reducing income inequality.

We should re-think the civilian/military 
relationship, emphasizing the military’s 
capacity to develop skills that are trans-
ferable and deployable when needed 
across the economy (see the tremendous 
work being accomplished currently by 
the Army Corps of Engineers).

Finally, we need to prioritize investing in 
science, as was done in the NASA pro-
grams of the 1950s and 1960s, both in 
“pure” research, and applied research for 
programs such as the “telemedicine” now 
being deployed in the COVID-19 emer-
gency.

According to Dictionary.com, a Black 
Swan is an unpredictable or unforeseen 
event, typically one with extreme conse-
quences.

How can we then possibly plan for an 
event that by definition is unforeseen?  I 
think the answer is a lot simpler than one 
might imagine.

When I was younger I was a Boy Scout.  
Later, I served as an assistant Scout Mas-
ter when my four sons were involved in 
the program.  Back then (and still today) 
the Scout’s teach the Scout Motto.  What 
is the Motto?  BE PREPARED.

When Lord Baden-Powell was asked, be 

prepared for what?  His answer was sim-
ple, “Why any ole thing.”

In Scouting for Boys in 1908, Baden-Pow-
ell wrote that to Be Prepared means “you 
are always in a state of readiness in mind 
and body to do your duty.”

I think the point is well taken and can be 
applied to us and our businesses as well.

Doing something as routine as a S.W.O.T.1 
analysis once a year can go a long way for 
us to plan for the unexpected.  In reality 
there is a lot we can do to prepare for the 
unexpected.

We can increase reserves, institute con-
tingency plans and review and update 
them regularly.

Lowers and Associates International risk 
mitigation partners recommends the fol-
lowing: 

1. Conduct Scenario-based Planning

2. Carry Out a Threat Assessment

3. Prepare a Comprehensive Situation 
Response2

We may not know what the next “Black 
Swan” scenario will be or when, but we 
can enjoy some relative peace of mind 
knowing that we have put plans for the 
unexpected in place.

A great man once said, “If you are pre-
pared, you shall not fear”.3 •

Preparing for the Unknown
By Alex Ruggieri, CRE®  
Vice President | SVN-Ramshaw  
Real Estate

Alex Ruggieri, CRE®, serves as a senior advisor for  
SVN-Ramshaw Real Estate specializing in the sale of 
investment properties in Champaign-Urbana, Central Illinois 
and beyond. He has more than 40 years of commercial real 

estate industry experience.

Notes
1. A S.W.O.T. analysis is an exercise where one examines their (or their company’s) Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats.
2. https://blog.lowersrisk.com/prepare-black-swan-events/
3. Joseph Smith, First President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

THE BLACK SWAN (Continued from Hugh Kelly, Ph.D., CRE®  on Page 3)
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SURVEY: REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS  
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC CRISIS

In April 2020, we surveyed Counselors of Real Estate to learn more about how the COVID-19 pandemic crisis  
was impacting their business. We received 194 responses from members living in many regions across the  

United States, as well as in Canada, Italy, Germany, Turkey, and Japan. Here's what they said:

What type of organization or firm do you work for? Select all that apply.

“ Until lenders start to lend again, most of my business 
is stalled. Without lenders, my buyers have pulled in 

their horns and will sit on the sideline.”

“ In difficult economic times, the appraisal business 
generally increases.”

“ We expect a decline in appraisals for  
new loans and an increase in volume for asset value 

monitoring. For our litigation support work, we expect an 
increase further down the road.”

“ The courts in California are currently closed for civil 
litigation. Litigation support and expert witness services 

are my main source of business.”

“ More tax appeals. More consulting/same appraisals. ”

“ More emphasis on consulting related to  
workouts, restructuring.”

 “ Rental collections across all property types and 
across many states where we are invested, previously 

never an issue, is becoming a major concern.”

“ The construction industry will be affected with new 
working methods that will slow down the pace of 

construction projects.”

“ I expect litigation activity to increase as the  
economy falters.”

“ I mainly represent investors and tenants. Rents will fall 
and vacancy increase dramatically the rest of this year.”

Here's what Counselors said about how the crisis is impacting their services:

(Continues on Page 6)
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What property type(s) make up the majority of your business?

 “ The retail business will be forever changed. The retail 
businesses that survive will be the leaders of the change 
in how goods and services will be presented. Multifamily 

design will reflect more stay at home workers. ”

 “ This is an acceleration of what was already  
happening in retail. ”

 “ Distressed commercial real estate loan work-outs will 
increase particularly on hotels and retail properties. ”

“ Price changes depend on property type: Hotels are 
performing the worst while data centers and some 

industrial are doing the best. ”

“ I'm a multifamily syndicator and operator.  
My business will be in flux two months for each month 

this continues. ”

 “ People are rethinking the utilization of office space 
once the issues with COVID decline. I am continuing to 

watch with real estate lending & loans. ”

“ Industrial is strong, senior housing is strong, closings 
are delayed slightly because 3rd party reporting  

is difficult to complete until COVID-19 declines - but  
not canceled. ”

“ Long term impacts of design of retail space and office 
space will impact the overall real estate industry. ”

 “ We specialize in hospitality and golf. The hospitality 
industry has been impacted faster than other property 

types. Lenders are extending mortgage payments 
for 90 days. If the market does not recover quickly 
following the current outbreak/pandemic, there is a 

strong probability that lenders will be looking closely at 
asset values. If the market does recover quickly, there 

will likely be pent-up demand for lending/appraisal 
services.”

 “ Long term impacts of design of retail and office space 
will impact the overall real estate industry. ”

“ Tenants have asked us to defer rents until they get 
government loans or business resumes. Most of our 
hotels are in secondary markets so we think they will 

come back sooner than the dense, urban markets. 
Vacation and business travel will resume first where 

people can comfortably do so and be socially distant. 
It will take longer for the dense markets and the 

dense events (corporate conferences, sporting events, 
conventions, etc) to resume. ”

“ Concerned about non-performing commercial and 
retail properties unable to make payments on CMB 
loans that aren't set up to make accommodations or 

short term forbearance agreements will lead to defaults 
and receiverships.”

SURVEY: REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS (Continued from Page 5)

Here's what Counselors said about how the crisis is impacting property sectors:

(Continues on Page 7)
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What size is your organization or firm?

SURVEY: REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS (Continued from Page 6)

What are your staffing plans in the next 30 days?

“ We will now all work from home permanently. I gave 
up my office space that I had for 26 years. ”

“ 35% of our staff was furloughed on April 1st.”

 “ Working remotely has made us a little more  
efficient, with more time spent to achieve the  

completion of assignments.”

 “ Current backlog looks good through May. But 
if transactions slow, then attention will focus on 

restructuring and revaluations. This may or may not 
allow us to retain full staffing so furloughs/lay-offs 

become a possibility. ”

 “ We will hold staff together until this fiasco is over 
and return to mostly office staff. We see no change in 
projects which were in place in mid-March but future 

projects have been postponed into 2021. ”

 “ Half our staff was immediately furloughed,  
I would expect that to hold, with maybe  

some additional cutbacks.”

         “ Everyone is adjusting well to working remotely 
and using MS Teams and Zoom for meetings.” 

 “ We are trying to stay open with similar staff  
prior to the crisis. ”

Here's what Counselors said about staffing and working from home:

Currently (in April 2020), what portion of your staff is:

63%
of respondents said that  

prior to the  
COVID-19 crisis,  

few or no staff 
 worked from  

home.

(Continues on Page 8)
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The Real Capital Analytics Commercial Property Price 
Indices (RCA CPPI) increased by 1.6% from December 
2019 to February 2020. How do you think prices will 

change in the next 3 months?

 “ We believe that the impacts to our business will be 
most heavily felt in the summer and fall of this year, not 

within the next 30 days. ”

“ Slow comeback. Notable portion of work is 
discretionary; easily delayed/ cancelled. May get some 

special circumstance consulting. ”

“ Too early to assess duration of uncertainty in  
the market. I anticipate uptick in REO assets and 

disposition related assignments.”

SURVEY: REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS (Continued from Page 7)

How has your workload changed from the  
beginning of 2020 to April 2020?

Which of these if any have applied in regard to your 
business transactions during the past 30 days  

because of changing market conditions:

Overall, how do you expect business in your area of 
expertise to change in the next 30 days?

Here's what Counselors said about the effects on the industry and their business:

  “ Seeing more business due to still lending in the 
construction market at higher LTC ratios. Value is difficult 
to discern with nearly everyone on the sidelines. I expect 

Bid/Ask spreads to be wide except for assets that are 
distressed. Back to "is this a recession/depression 

conversations" that I had 10 years ago. As Yogi Berra 
said "Deja vu all over again!" ” 

 “The availability of debt is critical. Without liquidity in the 
debt markets, sales volume will decline significantly.”
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IV  Formulas and Strategies A.   No Cash Acquisitions 
 

No Cash Acquisitions 

 

Darryl McCullough, S.E.C. 

 

 
We had an excellent quality large asset offered for sale. Owned by a successful nonprofit faith 

group, it had everything for the discriminating buyer: excellent dining facilities; beautiful, well-

appointed motel rooms; cabins; and a land lease section with privately owned homes/cottages, all 

located on a beautiful, long beach. It had “pride of ownership” written all over it.  

 

Besides the benefits noted, the project was owned free and clear of debt and enjoyed two 

separate registry titles. 

 

Potential buyers were impressed with the facility except for two things: 

a) The location being considered was just out of comfortable driving range, and/or 

b) The financial inability for buyers to take on such a project. 

 

WHAT TO DO? 

It was determined that the seller/client had, in fact, the tools and motivation to think outside the 

box and be a catalyst in consummating a satisfactory transaction to benefit all. 

 

THE ULTIMATE BUYER 

Enter the ultimate buyer. Through the “meet and greet” process, we were able to determine these 

things: 

(i) This particular buyer would fit the profile of an entity who could benefit greatly from 

ownership of this asset.  

(ii) They needed the subject facility immediately. 

(iii) They had absolutely no cash. 

(iv) They owned a piece of property in another geographical jurisdiction that had recently 

had extensive fire damage and was now considered vacant land only. 

(v) Any insurance proceeds had already been absorbed. 

(vi) They had recently negotiated a sale agreement for this vacant land for cash—but with 

a closing date a long way off in the future. 

THE TRANSACTION 

We were able to piece together a transaction something like this: 

a) Approximately 70% seller take back mortgage 

b) Approximately 30% taken as an exchange of the buyer’s vacant land, with assigned 

ultimate purchase agreement 
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SELLER/BUYER BENEFITS 

Notwithstanding the lawyers’ being very angry that this transaction needed to close within a few 

days, everything worked smoothly. 

 

The buyers were on site and operating within days of everyone working toward a common goal 

by putting the pieces together. 

 

The sellers saw the cash portion eventually crystalized by the sale transaction on the vacant land 

site. It was reasoned that even if the ultimate buyer of the vacant land parcel defaulted for some 

reason, the land was of sufficient value to be eventually resold, if required.   

 

TRANSACTION VARIATIONS 

We remember another property that was considered a limited market asset. It entailed a retiring 

family operation also owned free and clear. Their retirement criteria was very clear: 50% cash 

down payment and the balance in an asset that would benefit secured income going forward.  

 

This transaction closed as follows: 

a) 50% cash 

b) 50% in a well secured “off site” first mortgage  

 

SELLER/BUYER BENEFITS 

Seller benefits were a structure that allowed them to finalize their retirement plans at closing so 

they would initially receive cash flow via off-site mortgage and payout when it became due. 

 

The buyer was able to raise the required 50% cash component via a first mortgage on the subject 

property, therefore qualifying this as a no money down transaction.    
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V. S.E.C. Education Foundation A. S.E.C. Education Foundation News  
 

 

S.E.C. Education Foundation News 

Lance C. Warner, S.E.C. 

2020 S.E.C. Education Foundation President 

 

 

We have modified our education schedule due to the impact of COVID-19, and we are excited 

about our online learning opportunities.  On July 14, 2020, Peter R. West, S.E.C., CCIM, will 

present Methods of Effective Marketing virtually, which makes it available to a much wider 

audience. Visit the S.E.C. Observer for more information.  

 

Development—Rising from the Trenches, will be presented by Chris Dischinger, S.E.C., and 

William Stonaker, S.E.C., CCIM, in September in Indianapolis. Then, a 1031 Update will be 

presented by Robert Charland in November in Fort Lauderdale.  Visit the S.E.C. Observer for 

more information.  

 

In January 2021, in conjunction with the Society’s 60th Anniversary, we will present Day with 

the Masters in Newport Beach, an exciting event that will showcase our most experienced and 

talented educators. More information on this event will follow soon. 

 

The S.E.C. Regional Directors are available to help you bring education and marketing to your 

region. Contact the S.E.C. Office if you are interested in exploring the possibility of hosting a 

class or marketing session. 

 

We look forward to expanding our reach to new marketing groups, professional organizations, 

and individuals who are interested in bringing the best creative real estate education to their 

regions. Please visit our website, www.secedfoundation.com, to learn more about the courses 

and programs we sponsor.  

https://www.secobserver.com/
https://www.secobserver.com/
http://www.secedfoundation.com/
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VI. Society News Briefs A.  September Marketing Conference 
 

 

S.E.C. National Invitational Marketing Session 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

September 13–16, 2020 
 

The S.E.C. National Invitational Marketing Session will be held at:  

 

The Alexander Hotel 

333 S. Delaware St.  

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

 

Call (855) 200-3002 to make your reservation. Make your hotel reservations early as we have a 

limited number of rooms available. The cutoff date for reservations is August 21, 2020. 

 

Visit www.thealexander.com for hotel information, and click www.visitindy.com to learn about 

the area.  

 

Visit www.secounselors.com and click on the Society Marketing Meetings menu tab for more 

information. Please contact the S.E.C. office (sec@secounselors.com) if you have any questions 

about the upcoming meeting. 

 

 

http://www.thealexander.com/
http://www.visitindy.com/
http://www.secounselors.com/
mailto:sec@secounselors.com
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VI. Society News Briefs B.  Development—Rising from the 

Trenches    

 
 

Development – Rising from the Trenches    

William Stonaker, S.E.C., CCIM, and Chris Dischinger, S.E.C. 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

Sunday, September 13, 2020 

 

The S.E.C. Education Foundation and the Society of Exchange Counselors are pleased to 

announce that William Stonaker, S.E.C., CCIM, and Chris Dischinger, S.E.C., will present 

Development—Rising from the Trenches from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on September 13, 2020, 

in Indianapolis, Indiana. 

 

Some of the highlights and subjects that will be covered include these: 

 
•  Time Is Not My Friend! 

•  What Is a Developer? 

•  The Development Chart 

•  Build the Team 

•  The Offer Process 

•  Due Diligence 

•  Demographics 

•  Intro to the Pro Forma 

•  Partners, PPMs, Equity Other than Cash 

•  Minimizing Risk 

•  Help with Government Issues 

•  The Construction Process 

•  Financing 

•  Management after Development 

•  Green Building 

•  Counseling & How It Can Help the Developer 

•  The RFP (Request for Proposal) 

 

Attendees do not have to be licensed or invited to attend; it is open to everyone, and you may 

register online at www.secounselors.com by accessing the Education Only link on the homepage. 

Mark your calendars now! Please visit the S.E.C. Observer at www.secobserver.com, and click 

the Upcoming Events menu tab to access the calendar of events and view a brochure for the 

course. 

http://www.secounselors.com/
http://www.secobserver.com/
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VI. Society News Briefs D.  1031 Update 

 
 

 

1031 Update 

Robert Charland, Esq. 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Sunday, November 15, 2020 

 

 

The S.E.C. Education Foundation and the Society of Exchange Counselors are pleased to 

announce that Robert Charland, Esq., will present a 1031 Update from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

on November 15, 2020, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. 

 

Some of the highlights and subjects that will be covered include these: 

 

 Tax Reform Affecting 1031 Exchanges  

 Basis Going Forward 

 Specific Exchange Requirements (Qualifying/Like-Kind/Cost SEG Issues/Time 

Constraints/Identification Rules) 

 Advantages and Disadvantages 

 Reverse Exchanges 

 Partnerships 

 Why Exchanges Fail 

 And Much More! 

 

Attendees do not have to be licensed or invited to attend; it is open to everyone, and you may 

register online at www.secounselors.com by accessing the Education Only link on the homepage. 

 

Mark your calendars now! Please visit the S.E.C. Observer at www.secobserver.com, and click 

the Upcoming Events menu tab to access the calendar of events and view a brochure for the 

course. 

 

 

 

http://www.secounselors.com/
http://www.secobserver.com/
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VII. In the Spotlight A. Monte Froehlich  
  
 

 
Biography  

Monte Froehlich 

 

 
]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] 

 

Monte Froehlich grew up in a large middle-class family in the small town of Norfolk, Nebraska, 

about two hours north of Lincoln. His father, Virgil, worked for a grocery distribution company. 

His mother, Janice, was a homemaker. There were six children. Rick is the oldest, then his sister 

Jean, another brother, Clark, and then Monte, the fourth, was born in 1958. Following Monte 

were two sisters, Sue and Sally. Except for Rick, who lives in Greenville, South Carolina, and 

Monte, who lives in Lincoln, Nebraska, all the other siblings remain in Norfolk. 

 

Monte grew up in Norfolk, playing a couple of years in almost every sport. He played the tenor 

saxophone in band until his junior year of high school. He was also a self-described nerd, as 

evidenced by his Math Club membership and competing in math competitions. He must have 

been somewhat popular—he served as his senior class vice president. He graduated from Norfolk 

High School in 1977. 

 

After high school, Monte was off to Lincoln to attend the University of Nebraska. He received a 

Bachelor of Science in Food Science in 1981 and then stayed to get an MBA in Finance in 1983. 

After college he took a job with Gillette Dairy in Norfolk as a management trainee. After dating 

for about four years, he married Lisa on May 7, 1983—37 years ago. They moved to Lincoln in 

1985. There he worked for Meadow Gold Dairy as Quality Control Manager for eight years. 

Then he worked as a financial analyst for a pharmaceutical company until he went full time into 

real estate in 1995. 
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Monte and Lisa have four children. All are married. Adam married Claire in 2018, and they live 

in Denver. Adam is in cybersecurity sales. Summer married Colin Nabity in 2015, and they live 

in Omaha. Summer is an oncology nurse, and they have a boy and a girl. Jared married Sarah in 

2014, and they live in Lincoln. Jared is a commercial broker at NAI FMA Realty, and they have 

one boy. Jared has been to several S.E.C. meetings. Jasmine married Keenan McCurdy and lives 

in Lincoln. Jasmine is in nursing school and expects to graduate in 2021.  

 

Monte got into real estate as a hobby, purchasing his first rental home in 1988. In 1993, he 

bought a commercial property. Monte finally went full time into real estate in 1995. Most people 

probably start out as brokers and then become investors; Monte started out as an investor and 

then became a broker, earning his CCIM designation in 1999 and his SIOR designation in 2005. 

He mixed brokerage and investing for a while and now primarily handles his own properties. He 

received his S.E.C. designation in 2005. 

 

Outside of real estate, Monte enjoys snow skiing, hiking, hunting, and watching a variety of 

sports. He loves traveling with Lisa, and sometimes the kids join them. He has been active in the 

local Chamber of Commerce and local commercial real estate groups. He has served as an elder 

in his church for over 20 years. Monte has served as a Board of Counselors member at the 

University of Nebraska Medical Center. Further, he and Lisa enjoy leading Alpha groups, 

especially with younger people who are 20 to 35 years younger than they are. Alpha is a 

discussion group that is a safe place to discuss deeper issues in life like faith and philosophy. The 

slogan is “For life’s deeper questions, try Alpha.” They are currently leading their third group. 

They have found that people from all backgrounds—Protestant, Catholic, Hindu, Muslim, 

Buddhist, atheist—have enjoyed these conversations and that there are safe places to discuss 

differences in beliefs. Every meeting involves food and beer or wine, so it doesn’t get much 

better! 

 

Monte wants to “make sure my children are inspired to live for what matters” because the last he 

checked, no one gets out of this life alive. We leave it all behind. Lisa inspires him to keep life in 
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balance, and her heart for people challenges him often. Monte says about Lisa what most of us 

who spend time with him already knew: “We make a really solid duo.” 

 

When asked about his business goals, Monte gave a unique answer: “We have some giving 

goals. We actually measure how we’re doing as a company by how much we give each year. 

This has helped us not to get too worried or focused on any particular real estate deal.”   

   

Monte’s business philosophy also centers around giving. “I’ve learned so much from so many 

giving people. The best organization I’ve ever joined was the Society of Exchange Counselors. 

I’ve found that helping each other is part of the DNA. It aligns with the famous saying, ‘you reap 

what you sow.’ With the COVID issue that has swept the country, it’s even more clear how 

relationships matter.” 

 

We all have strengths and weaknesses. Monte feels his strength is in making decisions fairly 

quickly. “Our previous record from verbal agreement on terms to closing was nine days, but we 

surpassed that this year with a transaction that took six days. Sometimes, quick counts, and at the 

same time, it’s important to be careful.” His weakness is this: “I struggle with understanding 

some of the creative formulas that come so naturally to others.” (That made me feel better. I 

thought I was the only one.) 

 

When asked about his best moment in the real estate business, his answer was surprising. It 

wasn’t a great and profitable moment, but something far more important. In his words, “I didn’t 

realize how significant a meeting with a local bank in 2010 was going to be. Ron Bowden and 

Larry Browning (S.E.C.s), who were serving as board of advisor members for US Property, also 

attended a meeting set up with my local bank and their participating bank. When the three of us 

walked into the bank conference room, there were seven bankers waiting to meet with me. I had 

no idea what I would have walked into on my own. I was there at the bank’s request to discuss 

their refusal to fund the remainder of the construction costs to complete a spec 170,000 sq. ft. 

industrial building in Lincoln. It was intended to be a show of force and intimidation. This was a 

bank that I had done business with for over 20 years with no issues. I never would have imagined 

they were capable of intimidation, but it was 2010, and this bank had realized that they were too 
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small to be involved in this size of a construction project . . . and they wanted out. I would have 

walked into a seven-on-one meeting. 

 

“Ron and Larry made it very clear to the seven that if they refused to fund the remainder, that 

they had instructed me to hand them the keys. They also helped the bank realize that I was their 

best local solution. This had never happened before, and I was in way over my head. That’s 

when you realize the importance of relationships! 

 

“Ultimately, the bank funded the completion. The bank never lost any money, and the property 

has become an important distribution hub for the Mars division of IAMS pet food. I will always 

be grateful to Ron and Larry and to the S.E.C.—this is just one example.” 

 

The most significant event in Monte’s life is powerful. “You know how sometimes you don’t 

realize how significant decisions are until later? This would be the case for when I decided I 

would make a bigger mess of my life without Jesus in the lead. Everyone who knows me knows 

that I’m a long way from perfect, but perfection is what I used to strive for. It can lead to misery, 

and in my case, it did, regardless of measures of success. I still struggle with mistakes, but grace 

is a good thing, and I’ve found a LOT of it!” 

 

Monte’s most significant event in S.E.C. is this: “I can’t wait for ‘normal’—when this virus is no 

longer the shaper of the way we live. I have been very active and have attended more than 80% 

of the S.E.C. meetings, and one of the good things that this virus has done is that it’s driven the 

importance of our meetings even deeper. The most significant event in S.E.C. is the NEXT 

meeting! I can’t wait to see you all there!” 

 

Author’s note: My first encounter with Monte was at the Dallas meeting in March 2015 at one of 

those “S.E.C. marketing session speed dating” sessions. He told me he liked buying 100-year-

old buildings and refurbishing them into mixed-use projects. I asked, with concern, about 

whether he has challenges with some of the building systems (water, sewer, electrical) because 

of the age of the building. He told me that he always plans for two surprises on every deal. That 

nugget has come in very handy. When I bought my first building on my own, I planned for two 
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surprises. When a problem was found with the fire sprinkler system for $13,000, I felt that was 

okay—surprise number one. When the sewer had a challenge costing $8,500, I said that was 

okay as well—surprise number two. Thank you, Monte for that helpful nugget allowing this 

beginner to keep my sanity. During the process of this brief bio on Monte, he addressed one of 

the questions in a curious way. When asked about Lifetime Awards, he said, “I don’t have much 

in the way of awards.” Maybe he does not have trophies, plaques, medals, ribbons, or 

certificates, but I would have to disagree. When I consider his faith, his marriage, his family, and 

his business success, I see real success that honors God, makes his parents proud, unites his 

family, and inspires his friends. What more could a man want? 

 

 

Editor’s note: This bio was written by David Jackson as part of his Candidacy requirements.  
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VIII. History Files A.  Questions & Answers  

  
“Questions & Answers” 

 

Richard R. Reno, S.E.C. 

 
Editor’s Note: This article first appeared in the March 1975 issue of the R.E. News Observer. 

 
1.  Question: Many people have called you the father of modern real estate exchanging. When 

did you really see a need for this field to become a specialty? 

 

Answer: It was in the latter part of the 1940s that I could see the need to become a specialist in 

the "people business" to succeed in property, and professionally conduct an exchange and 

counseling business. 

 

2. Question: Did you have any idea the field or specialty would grow as fast as it has? 

 

Answer: Yes, I thought this specialty would grow fast and, even though you refer to it as 

growing fast, there's still a very small percentage of licensees in the U.S. who are competent, 

well trained exchangors and counselors. 

 

3. Question: You probably have been the most misquoted man in real estate. Some people claim 

you have encouraged people to work in “cats and dogs” real estate. For the record, where should 

the newcomer to this specialty look for potential transactions without having to work with tough 

properties? 

 

Answer: You are right, I have been misquoted many times. The misunderstanding I think, arises 

in the misconception of what a "don't wanter" is. I have said that everyone who wants to list or 

does list a property for sale or exchange, is a "don't wanter." Then through counseling the mental 

concept of the "don't wanter" is developed to get the real reason why the client wants to make a 

move. Occasionally, some clients do have some "cats and dogs," but that's not the broker's fault 

when he finds it necessary to use whatever people have, to get them better benefits. One place a 

new comer can look for potential transactions is to check the commercial and industrial 

properties that have been owned for over seven years. The reason for this is that in all 

probability, the goodies of depreciation have been used up and these owners might wish to make 

a move for better benefits. 

 

4. Question: The newcomer to investment real estate and real estate exchanging is faced with 

extreme pressures - a tough money market, some unrealistic state, federal, and environmental 

laws, a challenge by I.R.S. What can you tell this new person on how to "make it" in his first 

couple of years?  
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Answer: This is a hard question to answer particularly right now (as a general statement) because 

"making it" in the first couple of years would depend on the situation of the licensee. Whether he 

can subsidize himself for awhile, and so, I think the answer to this question has to be made on a 

personalized basis. One thing, of course, a new person in this business should do is to attend as 

many organized exchange meetings as possible. 

 

5. Question: The entire country, for the past six months, has been very negative toward all fields 

of investments. What is positive about the next twelve to twenty-four months? 

 

Answer: For the first time in 25 years, I think I cannot answer this question. Some economists 

are of the opinion that real estate in general will have prices dropping later in 1975 and then 

increased beyond all expectations in 1976. But who can make such predictions with our 

disorganized economy or 1974 “affluent recession” and so, the only answer it would seem is to 

plan day by day and change with the changes. 

 

6. Question: As the founder of the national Society of Exchange Counselors, what are the mem-

bers doing to increase business in a rather bleak cycle? 

 

Answer: Using all formulas and creative techniques possible. This group fortunately knows more 

creative ideas than any other national group, and the members have a better chance of survival in 

today's market. Because of not only being creative, they know how to exchange and there has 

been no better time in a long time than now for exchanging. 

 

7. Question: The S.E.C. members have been very aggressive in forming exchange groups and 

marketing groups throughout the United States. Have these groups been a success? 

 

Answer: In general the groups that have been most successful in forming and continuing meet-

ings, have been those formed as a result of teachings of the Reno Educational Foundation. This is 

because the graduates of our seminars have a common bond of knowledge and speak a common 

language. 

 

8. Question: If I can turn back to the economy again. Many investors have become disenchanted 

with the stock market; some of the bond market has been soft and real estate financing has been 

unrealistic. The Irving Trust Bank and Chase have created capital by plugging their investments 

to the prime rates. How is that going to affect real estate, Savings and Loans and the rest of the 

banking industry over the next two years? 

 

Answer: There's no way to answer this question because the conditions you mention in your 

question are changing almost daily. With the confusing situation of international banking and the 

havoc the overseas money is doing to international affairs, the effects are unknown at this mo-

ment. In my opinion that effect is going to be on everyone and everybody. It would appear that 
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everyone is getting hurt, one way or another by our crazy economic system that is going around 

in circles. One thing seems certain and that is the more our Congress tries to legislate economics 

the worse off we will be. 

 

9. Question: The savings and loan industry is securing approval of high yield time plan deposits 

in order to compete with the banks. If the deposits yield high amounts, what is this going to do to 

investment realty with proposed "limitation of artificial loss" rules? 

 

Answer: So far, there has been no change in the laws regarding LAL. It is only in some cases 

I.R.S. auditors attempt to audit on the LAL basis, but without the law to back them up. 

 

10. Question: Some investors want high yield corporate bonds, others want high yield treasury 

notes and bills. What position will they be in if the dollar is again devalued? 

 

Answer: I feel that I'm not familiar enough with the entire worldwide banking confusion to 

answer that question. 

 

11. Question: Recently when the government issued a large block of high yield treasury notes 

which could be purchased for amounts as low as $1,000, did the popular acceptance of these 

notes create any ideas on how real estate licensees might capitalize on this fact? 

 

Answer: Certainly, such notes and bonds can be used as collateral and paper could be created 

against them to acquire real estate. 

 

12. Question: Considering today's economy, what kind of vehicles are you acquiring for your 

own account and for your pension and profit sharing trust? 

 

Answer: Productive land (agricultural) and treasury bills. 

 

13. Question: The high inflation has certainly had its effect on real estate. However, those hurt 

even more by inflation have been the senior citizens and those approaching retirement. How can 

those in the "problem solving" specialty help this group? 

 

Answer: By using whatever these people have as a springboard to get them buyer benefits. We 

all have learned that personal and real property can both be used to accomplish this. 

 

14. Question: Going back to the new person entering real estate, what do you see as the major 

opportunity for this individual in the near future? 

 

Answer: Same as before - specialize. In California, people are going to real estate schools to get 

licenses as though a real estate license is going out of style. Obviously, the industry cannot 

absorb all of those very eager people. There will not be enough to go around for all getting lic-

enses. 
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15. Question: Rumors say Richard Reno is cutting back on a busy schedule, not going to teach 

too much and pull back on the heavy work load? What are Richard Reno's plans. 

 

Answer: There is some truth to this rumor. However, I am not retiring, I have not stopped teach-

ing, I have just cut down. For example, the next seminar I will teach in San Diego the last week 

in February, 1975 and plans are now tentatively set to teach only one other seminar personally in 

1975, and that in October in the International Hotel at the Los Angeles Airport. 

 

16. Question: We would like to thank you for spending these moments with us and could we ask 

if you have any further comments to our readers. 

 

Answer: Yes, if a real estate licensee finds that his business has been hit so hard as to greatly 

disturb his income, suggest he stay in business, but "Moonlight." In times of crises like the '30s 

'40s (and like now), people's ideas change, people's wants change, and people's needs change. 

There are many new and different opportunities arising in keeping with the times of change. 

Therefore, one should be alert to the new opportunities caused by unfortunate events of the 

economy. I am naturally optimistic, but facing the real world can see no way that the present 

conditions can correct themselves in the short space of 1975. It took a long time to get everybody 

in a mess including the government. Wheels don't turn fast enough in my opinion, to correct 

today's bad trends only over the long haul which might be a matter of five years or more. Take 

the depression of the 30s, it took approximately 10 years to pull out of the gloom and doom. The 

one big difference between that depression and the years of the 40s is that neither of those 

periods were militant to the extent that they are today. In those times there was more empathy 

and more people helping people. Now there's too much of the attitude of fear and greed and extra 

permissiveness. 

 

 

In the 1950s, Richard Reno, founder of the Society of Exchange Counselors, observed that if 

people exchanged real estate it could solve many of the real estate circumstances existing in San 

Diego’s overbuilt market. He saw exchanging as an alternative to the unavailable cash buyer. 

He believed that people who owned real estate did not necessarily want to totally divest 

themselves of real estate ownership, but were uncomfortable in the circumstances surrounding 

their current ownership. In effect, the problem was not with the property, but with the people 

who owned it. In his opinion, there was no bad real estate, only inappropriate or untimely 

ownership. This premise led Mr. Reno to an idea that resulted in the modern real estate 

exchange (equity marketing) business we enjoy today. 


